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Power
In Your Corner
Fracht’s Big Moves
on Domestic Transport

As an international logistics company focused on anything
from industrial-sized projects to single, extremely large
& heavy cargoes, having a strong domestic presence in
key regions has been part of Fracht’s success and growth
strategy. In the past decade, we have heavily expanded
our capabilities and expertise across the United
States, Canada & Mexico. We currently handle over 200
rail projects per year. This year marks an important
milestone in this development, which we are
excited to share with our friends in the industry.

Fleet
Expansion
Fracht’s rail fleet of 8 new generation heavy duty railcars
just got MUCH bigger, allowing us to offer some exciting
new options! Our fleet is now at an astonishing total of
67 railcars! We’ve added a new 12-axle car (GO PINK!)
and formed a new partnership with Contractor’s Cargo on
their 20-axle Schnabel car (CCRX40010), which comes
with a revolutionary design, shifting capabilities and a
new insertable transport deck. The additional 57 railcars
are part of an owned/leased fleet of railcars, which Fracht
will manage as part of our fleet for the customer. This
fleet includes a 20-axle depressed platform car, as well as
four 16-axle cars, and a large variety of 8 and 12-axle
flatcars which are built to move vessels, boilers, windmill
equipment and other pieces of long equipment.
Without the right people on board, these cars are nothing
but heavy metal, so we have also recently expanded our
rail & technical team, which now has a total of 9 experts!
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New Rail Service
Contracts
Fracht has been selected as an exclusive rail logistics
partner by 2 of our clients, now servicing their Turbine/
Generator plants and a plant in California, which
produces locomotives and passenger railcars. This new
partnership has further strengthened our presence in
this specialized market and has been a milestone in
Fracht’s development in this field.
To see the full list of every car in our fleet, click here!

Our new
PINK railcar!
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The latest addition to Fracht’s fleet was a perfect fit –
with a 38’ deck and 300 ton capacity, it fits right in
with our existing T1 built, new generation railcars.
KRL300380 will be painted PINK to promote breast
cancer awareness. Each time this car is rented, a
donation will be made to assist in the support of
raising awareness for this awful disease and those that
fight it every single day.

THINK PINK

Welcome to
the Fracht Family
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New additions to the rail team

Fracht is growing not only in railcars – but also team members! Please welcome to our Fracht Family 2 new
members of the rail team! This team works tirelessly every day to ensure that all project cargo is seamlessly
handled from start to finish.

Joshua Born

Manuel Villaraus

Joshua joined the Fracht family earlier this year as
our Rail Operations Coordinator. In his position, he
oversees the movement of rail projects from just after
loading & securement to the final rail placement for
the customer. Joshua coordinates with the rail roads,
rail yards, clearance department and our own project
managers to ensure safe and timely transport and
delivery of our customers goods.

Manuel has been a part of the Fracht family for almost
a year as our Transport Engineering Coordinator. In his
position, he is responsible for rail project pricing for 2
of Fracht USA’s 3 project categories. By using house
engineering software, he creates technical drawings
for transportation movement involving heavy duty
railcars and heavy haul trailers. Manuel has been a part
of more than 40 projects here at Fracht and is excited
for what is to come.

“I really enjoy working with a mix of people from
all over the world that work together to make a
project go from an idea to full fruition.”

“I am surrounded by a group of very talented,
dedicated and awesome people,” Villaraus said.
“I keep learning a lot from them and I feel very
proud to be a part of this team.”

New Truck
Solutions
Fracht’s brand
new trucking team
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Fracht opened a dedicated truck brokerage team,
specializing in anything from standard flatbed/
step decks, low-boys & RGNs, to hot-shots,
permit loads and much more. This enhances our
domestic truck service product and makes our
operation more streamlined, service level more
dedicated and improves cost efficiency for our
clients. Whether it be high volume or high
profile – our team will make sure that your
shipment will be handled right.

Please welcome Mrs. Terri Anderson-Hunter
to the team! She joined the Fracht family this
summer as our Trucking Manager within the
projects department.

“I love the group of people that I work with on
a day-to-day basis,” she said. “The Projects/
Pricing team and Benjamin are all great
examples of great team work. So far, I have
enjoyed speaking & working with all of the
departments here. The culture here at Fracht
is like no other in the corporate world, you can
truly say this is your work family, and everyone
has that attitude to help one another. I am
looking forward to a long productive career
here with Fracht, and I’m excited to see what
the future holds.”

Thank you for reading!
For more information on our company / services
please visit our website

www.frachtusa.com

www.instagram.com/frachtusa
www.facebook.com/frachtusa
www.linkedin.com/company/fracht-fwo-usa

